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Content of master site visible in slave site
Posted by zdenka - 2013/10/23 13:51
_____________________________________

We have a problem with content sharing. Content (as articles) of master is visible in slave site but we
only want to share users not content through the websites. We do not use extension "Articles sharing
Version 1.0 for Joomla Multi Sites" or similar. 

We use only one db but different table prefix (we do not use jos_ prefix).  
Content is stored only in master table but visible on slave site probably due to the fact that index2.php is
redirected to the master site.  

index2.php of stave site include this: 
$filename = '/home/soft/public_html/master/index2.php'; 
$handle = fopen ($filename, "r"); 
$contents = fread ($handle, filesize ($filename)); 

used version - 1.3.20 - Medium, Patches definition Version 1.3.16  

Can anyone help or give some hint? 
Thanks.

============================================================================

Re: Content of master site visible in slave site
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/10/24 11:09
_____________________________________

If the slave display in fact the master website, this can either be due to: 
- The fact that the slave site definition didn't saved with success and that you received an error after
saving. You must have a blue or green message depending on Joomla 2.5 or J3.x. If you received a red
message, this mean that you have an error. 

- The domain name is not spelled correctly or that you forgotten to specify the domain with WWW and
without the WWW 

- The fact that you perform a redirection of a domain to another one. In this case the domain name is not
correct. You can use the "hello.php" to verify the domain name that is received. See tutorial video 7 for
the "hello.php"
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